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To all whom it may concern:

of the removable rubber which is placed
Be it known that I, AMos A. WYCKOFF, on the metallic protector; and

a citizen of the United States, and resi
5
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Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a part

dent of Oakland, Alameda County, State of a pneumatic tire with the tire protector
of California, have invented new and use applied to the same.
ful Improvements in Expansible Armor
Referring to the drawing, the tread of

Plate Tire Protectors, of which the follow

a pneumatic tire 1, is encircled and en

ing is a speci?cation.

cased by an arc shaped metallic band 2,
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This invention relates foo-protectors for having its edges turned up and provided

pneumatic tires of the. type adapted ‘ to with inwardly projecting ?anged portions
shroud the outer surface of the tire and 2“, the ends of which band may be held

65

thereby protect it from being punctured together by the means shown. ‘As shown

or damaged.
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in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, an are shaped metal
An object of this invention is to pro— plate 3, having therein slots 4 and suitable

vide an expansible protector for a vehicle rivet holes for accommodating the body 70
tire which is adapted to ?t over the outer portion of rivets, is placed under and across
surface of the same.
the joined ends of 2, while an are shaped

Another object of this invention is to plate 5, having therein slots 6 and suitable
provide an overtire having a metallic layer rivet holes, is placed over and across the
formed therein which will prevent punc joined ends in such a mannerthat rivets 7, 75
ture or wear of the tire.
may be passed through the suitable holes
Another object of this invention is to in the said plates, similar holes in the. ends of
provide an expansible overtire the ends of
2, and
plate
through
3 is ofeach
the of
same
theshape
platesas3 band
and 2,
which are removably joined'together in such The

25 a manner that the same may be supplied

and large enough to‘ ?t around the outside
thereof, while plate 5 is are shaped and
Heretofore the overtires used as protec suitable in size to ?t between the turned
tors for ‘pneumatic tires, have been made up edges of band 2. The ends of‘ the rivets
with new rubber when desired.
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in one section with no provision being made 7 are secured to the plates 3 and 5 while
for the removal of the outer rubber, nor the body portions‘ thereof are ‘permitted to
for a convenient'means for joining the ends extend loosely through the slots 4 and 6 and

together. I have found that by loosely j oin the holes in said plates and band 2. Thus

ing the ends together so that the metallic one pair of rivets extend through slots 4 in
section of the overtire is not rigid, the con plate 3, and band2 and are secured to the
“ tinual jar of the automobile will not dam inner surface of plate‘ 5 in “the usual man
age the same nor cause it to break. Like-‘ ner, while the other pair of‘ screws or rivets

90.

wise I have found that by having the outer extend through slots 6 in plate 5 and band
rubber section removable, the worn parts 2 and are secured to plate 3. The said

can be conveniently removed and a new slots in the plates being disposed at oppo
tread substituted, thereby providing an site sides of.the joined ends of band 2, per
overtire which will last inde?nitely and mit the band to expand or contract, thereby
satisfactorily protect the pneumatic tire preventing a fracture thereof. Another

from wear or puncture.
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metallic band 11, suitable in size to ?t in

In the drawings accompanying this speci~ side band 2 is provided with a plurality
?cation I have illustrated the constructions of holes 12 distributed along its central por
embodying the present invention.
tion, and to this is attached by vulcanizing
In the said drawings:
or other means, a resilient rubber band 13.‘
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portion of the tire protector showing the band 11, a portion thereof passes into holes
means for joining the ends thereof together; 12, thereby securely holding the same to
Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken on the metallic band 11. In applying the rubber
line 2—-2’ of Fig. 1;
to the band 11, encircling indentations 111

105

Fig, l is a plan view of the metallic As the rubber is applied to the metallic
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Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view taken on are provided in the rubber so as to permit

the line 3~—3’ of Fig. 1;
55

the ?anged portion 2a of band 2 to ?t within
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a part the same, and the portion of the said band 110
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11 is left ‘exposed which has therein the tioned band, and means for attaching‘ the
rivet holes through which rivets 15 pass.‘ ends of said bands together.
2. A tire protector comprising a metallic
The metallic band 11 together ~with the
band
adapted to encase the tread of ‘a tire,
rubber band 13 are inserted in one end of
means
for loosely holding the ends of said
the band 2 and are forced ,around until- the
ends thereof are approximately together. band together, a metallic band extending
After this is done rivets '15, which extend ' around saidfirst mentioned band and pro
through slots 158L in the ends of band 2, vided with numerous holes, and a layer of
are secured to the inside of metallic band resilient ‘substance extending around and
11, thereby holding l1 and .13 securely to over said last named ‘band.
3. A tire protector comprising a metallic
2. Upon the completion of this operation,
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the rubber band is ‘vulcanized so as to cover band adapted to encase the tread of a tire,

entirely the rivets 15, and make its outer a pair of slotted plates adapted to hold 60
the ends of the band together, a series of
surface even.
After the armor plate protector is placed rivets extending loosely through the slots
upon the de?ated pneumatic tire the lat in the plates and adapted to hold the said
ter is inflated in the usual manner until plates and the ends of said band together,‘
the tread thereof presses ?rmly against the another metallic band encircling said ?rst 65

band,_means for securing the
inside surface of the metallic band 2. The mentioned
resilient rubber band 13, tends at all :times two bands together and a resilient substance
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to hold the ends of band'Q approximately extending around said last mentioned band.
4. A tire protector comprising an are
together, and even though they are sepa
rated a slight degree upon the jarring, of shaped metallic band having the ends there_ 70
the pneumatic tire,the rubberband 13 pulls of provided with rivet holes and adapted
them into their proper position and tends to encase the treadvof a tire, a pair, of me
to hold them there, Thus the rubber band tallic plates provided with slots and adapted
serves the purpose of providing a suitable to be attached to the ends of the band by

tread for the rotation of the automobile rivets, a‘seriesof rivets extending through

said slots and the band, a removable metal 76
tallic bands'of the» tire protector in their lic band extending around the outside of
the ?rst mentioned band, means for secur
proper position. _
‘
'
If at any time the rubber band '13, wears ing the two bands together, and a resilient
or is damaged to the extentoic necessitating substance attached to the outside of said 80
‘
the, substitution of a new rubber band, the last , named V band.
wheel, and at the same time holds the me
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rivets 15 may be removed, thereby permit ‘ 5. A tire protector comprising an are
ting the removal of the metallic band 11 shaped metallic band having the ends'there
from the band 2. v A_ newrubber band may of ‘held together‘ by a pair of connecting
then be substituted ‘for the old one as here plates loosely attached to each of the ends,
tofore explained, and placed in its ‘proper a removable metallic band having numerous 85
holes therein and adapted to encircle said

position upon the device.
What I claim is:
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?rst mentioned ‘band, means ‘for securing

1. A tire protector comprising a metallic said bands together, and a layer of resilient
encircling band adapted to encase the tread substance attached to said last mentioned:
of a tire, a removable metallic band adapted band and encircling the same. ‘ ‘
to encircle said ‘?rst mentioned band, a
‘AMOS A. WYGKOFF,
resilient material attached to said last men

